INTRODUCTION
The ASEAN Charter establishes the group as an international legal entity. 1 and ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community (ASCC).
7
Among three pillars, the AEC can be said as the meat of the agreements. It has four characteristics namely, a single market and production base, a highly competitive economic region, a region of equitable economic development and a region fully integrated into the global economy. ASEAN region will be no trade barriers, tariff and non-tariff barriers economic region. Members adopted a blueprint of AEC to achieve a highly com- The APSC aims is to ensure the countries in the region live at peace with one another and with the world in a just, democratic and harmonious environment, for the APSC, http://www.asean.org/communities/aseanpolitical-security-community 6 The AEC is envisioned to be the realization of ASEAN economic integration by 2015. The regional economic integration process covers many wide-ranging of economic areas of cooperation among AMCs from initial focus on trade liberalization and now covers broader issues from investment to labor migration to Intellectual Property Rights (IPR). For the AEC, see http://www.asean.org/communities/asean-economiccommunity 7 The ASCC aims to contribute in realising AC15 that is people-oriented and socially responsible community to achieve enduring solidarity and unity in ASEAN region by adopting a common identity and build a caring and sharing society where the well-being, livelihood, and welfare of the peoples are enhanced. For the ASCC, see: http://www.asean.org/communities/asean-sociocultural-community 8 Siow Yue Chia and Michael G. Plummer. (2015) . Frankly speaking, it also would be unwise for the AMCs that bring their disputes to multilateral level. For the regional problems should be solved by regional mechanism.
ASEAN Economic Cooperation and Integration

Trade Disputes in ASEAN
Provision of Dispute Settlement Mechanism under ASEAN Charter
The Vientiane Protocol needs to be tested by the AMCs should there were problems than ASEAN can fix it, so that the Protocol becomes a tested mechanism instead of an untested mechanism forever. 
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